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QUALITY COMPONENTRY
 ▪ Acetal Bearings provide silent trouble-free 
operation and don’t require lubrication

 ▪ Pivot Shafts and Fasteners constructed of 
hardwearing stainless steel

 ▪ Return Spring available in stainless steel for 
use in high corrosion areas

 ▪ Rubber Gasket Seals ensure optimum 
temperature and hygiene control

2400 SERIES SWING DOORS
2400 Series Swing Doors are designed for those 
very high traffi c areas where you need to control 
temperature, critical hygiene or ‘staff only’ access. 
2400 Series Swing Doors are engineered to take 
the kind of punishment that traditionally hinged 
doors simply can’t cope with. These ‘crash doors’ 
swing both ways and are built to take the impact of 
trolleys, forklifts etc and they’ll always close behind 
you, providing the protection you desire.

TEXAFLEX COLOURED PANELS
Texafl ex, a lightly textured PVC, is used to create 
privacy and add colour. Rather than a typical colour 
overlay Texafl ex uses a solid colour right through the 
thickness of the panel so it resists scratching. This 
stunning new development keeps your environment 
looking smarter for longer and is only available from 
Ulti Group. Standard colours available are Grey, 
Black, Blue and Red.

PREMIUM QUALITY PVC
2400 Series Swing Doors source their PVC from 
only the most reputable European suppliers 
ensuring Ulti Group panels provide optimum 
visual clarity and are guaranteed not to shrink 
or distort. The PVC panels are stress relived for 
fl at even sealing and are fully fl oating within the 
frame which is retained by a PVC spine.

PREMIUM QUALITY PVC

TEXAFLEX COLOURED PANELS

INCORPORATED SIGNAGE

HIGH TENSILE ALUMINIUM FRAME

IMPACT SHEAR PINS

UNIQUE MOUNTING OPTIONS
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UNIQUE MOUNTING OPTIONS
Ulti Group has two innovative mounting methods that are proven to 
provide superior strength. The standard option is a JAMB MOUNTING 
PLATE that can be used on any structurally sound wall wider than 
75mm. The bearings are factory mounted enabling simple, quick 
installation. Unlike other mounting methods all forces are evenly 
distributed throughout the doorway. No fl oor mounting means easier 
cleaning, preservation of special fl oor fi nishes and also allows for 
any inaccuracies in the doorway. For light walls that are structurally 
unsound (i.e. 50mm EPS panel) Ulti Group offers the KITFORM 
FRAME. This frame is an anodised aluminium structure that mounts 
internally in the door opening and creates a solid structural framework.
It’s fi xed to the fl oor and inserted into standard 75mm Coolroom 
channel. The Kitform frame allows the 2400 Series Swing Doors to be 
fi tted into virtually any opening.

INCORPORATED  SIGNAGE
Many customers require signage on their PVC doors and often affi x 
a sticker or sign to the door panel after installation. These signs wear 
and quickly become hard to read but with 2400 Series Swing Doors 
you have the option to incorporate your signage into the door panel. 
The means your signage can never be removed or damaged and will 
remain legible for the life of the PVC door panel

IMPACT SHEAR PINS
Impact shear pins are built into the bottom mounting point of the panels 
and are cleverly designed to shear off on impact, enabling the panel 
to swing free preventing damage to the aluminium frame and the wall.

STRONG HIGH TENSILE ALUMINIUM FRAME 
The lightweight but high tensile strength of the aluminium provides 
a rugged and reliable frame that can take the heavy punishment. 
All aluminium is anodised to provide a clean and hygienic profi le.

3000 SERIES 
The 3000 series is ideal for larger openings or heavy duty applications 
and is renowned for its extra strength. This can largely be attributed to 
the fully welded aluminium door styles and gussets which are powder 
coated for increased protection and improved aesthetics. The custom 
manufactured 3000 series door is clearly the best choice for large 
opening and intense traffi c areas.
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ULTI PVC SWING DOORS SPECIFICATIONS

�400 series recommended max size = �800mm h x �400mm w

3000 series recommended max size = 3600mm h x 3000mm w

Duraflex PVC for temperature above 00 celcius

Polarflex PVC for temperature below 00 celsius

Lubrication-free nylon bearings

7mm thick Duraflex or Polarflex PVC panel

Anodised Aluminium door stile and head

Laminated double-sided signage (optional extra)

Coloured Texaflex solid privacy panel 

(optional extra)

Solid fixing required in shaded areas

Raised lower bearing to avoid interference with  

floor finishes. This incorporates a shear pin which 

shears off an impact, minimising damage to the door 

and jambRaised lower bearing to avoid interference with fl oor 
fi nishes. This incorporates a shear pin which shears 
off an impact, minimising damage to the door and jamb

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Lubrication-free nylon bearings

7mm thick Durafl ex or Polarfl ex PVC panel

Anodised Aluminium door stile and head

Laminated double-sided signage (optional extra)

Coloured Texafl ex solid privacy panel (optional extra)

Solid fi xing required in shaded areas
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2400 Series Swing Doors 
SPECIFICATIONS

 ▪ 2400 series recommended max 
size = 2 800mm h x 2 400mm w

 ▪ 3000 series recommended max 
size = 3600mm h x 3000mm w

 ▪ Durafl ex PVC for temperature 
above 00 celcius

 ▪ Polarfl ex PVC for temperature 
below 00 celsius

2400 Series Swing Doors
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